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“Territories still matter,” even in a globalized world, affirms Antonsich (2009: 789). 
Paradoxically, territory has never been discussed as much as in the last decades, exactly when 
international relations seem less and less regulated by it (Badie 1996: 114). This is especially 
paradoxical if the term territory is considered to coincide with state territory, as is mostly the 
case in Anglo‐Saxon geography. It is less paradoxical for Francophone geographers, because 
their conception of territoire has never been so strictly linked with national boundaries as has 
that of Anglophone geography, in which, as suggested by Antonsich, “territory, rather than 
being explored under the new conditions of globalization, has simply been discarded with the 
nation‐state itself” (2009: 795). In fact, only a few scholars have written on territory in 
Anglophone geography, notably Soja (1971), Gottmann (1973), and Sack (1983; see Paasi 
2003; Elden 2010a, 2010b; Dell’Agnese 2013).

Territory, this “thing” that Cox considers the “central concept in political geography” 
(Cox 1991), is not quite the same for scholars writing in English and those in French. And this 
statement goes beyond a simple lexical difference. It is not only that the Francophone  territoire 
is often translated by the English “place” and not by “territory,” as common sense would 
 suggest. It is also because the difference is epistemological and, as such, this difference  between 
territoire and territory opens the door to new research perspectives that will be partly uncov-
ered by this article.

Francophone perspectives on the concept of territory have been and are broad. In fact, 
Klauser recalls in his introduction to the special issue of Environment and Planning D, 
paying tribute to Raffestin’s conception of territoriality, how Raffestin’s work aimed to 
construct a theory of territoriality, which, he writes, is “ultimately a ‘theory of the real’” 
(Klauser 2012: 109–110). Raffestin’s and other Francophone geographers’ attempts to 
grasp the relation between human beings and the world through territory thus reflect a 
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broader conception of territory compared to that of Anglophone scholars. The latter 
concentrate on two main ideas:

•	 The first is a “[reading] of territoriality … concerned, predominantly, with the study of 
geopolitical strategies of control/defence of space and with the resulting political‐territorial 
arrangements” (Klauser 2012: 110). This leads Taylor to declare that “across the whole of 
our modern world, territory is directly linked to sovereignty to mould politics into a fun-
damentally state‐centric social process” (Taylor 1994: 151; see also Dell’Agnese 2013). 
A territorial state is a “simple” container of power, wealth, culture, and society (Taylor 
1994: 152; see also Elden 2010b: 757; Taylor 1995: 1).

•	 The second Anglophone notion is an interpretation of territory as a transposition of 
 ethological theories into the social sciences, following Ardrey’s book The Territorial 
Imperative (Ardrey 1966; see also Murphy 2012: 159). This idea was notably brought 
into geography by scholars such as Soja (1971) and Gottmann (1973; Murphy 2012: 
159), but also by Sack, who, however, “treated human territoriality as fundamentally dis-
tinct from animal territoriality in that the former is not the product of instinct but is 
instead a culturally situated process intended to achieve particular political and social 
ends” (Murphy 2012: 160–161).

Yet, as Debarbieux (1999: 34) points out, in French as in English territory has the same Latin 
etymology and the term had a similar evolution in the two contexts: It first took a juridical‐
political meaning (the territory of the state) and then an ethological one (the area appropriated 
by an animal or a group of animals). It was only in the 1970s and 1980s that the meaning split. 
While Anglophone geographers did not detach territory from the state, Francophone geogra-
phers considered territoire to have multifaceted connotations. The Francophone tradition has 
thus been richer concerning territoire from the 1970s onward.

Anglo‐Saxon scholars rediscovered only recently the relevance of territory, while the 
French territoire has been enriching research for more than 30 years. In order to uncover the 
“Francophone way” of understanding territory, I start by analyzing the Alpine regional 
construction process. In this section, the relevance of territories is examined, introducing the 
(not necessarily) opposite notion of networks. Building from this concrete example, I dis-
cuss in which ways territories have to be considered as bounded, though not necessarily 
state‐bounded, spaces. The third section discusses the suitability of considering the 
Francophone territoire as equivalent to the Anglophone place. Both territoires and places 
are conceived as entities capable, especially due to the propensity of actors to build net-
works, of escaping the “territorial trap” (Agnew 1994). However, if epistemologically place 
in English had the same effect as territoire in French – that is, it helped in thinking of spatial 
units beyond their  jurisdictional meaning – place and territoire cannot be considered as 
equivalent. Territoire has a longer history in Francophone geography, though it has yet to 
come to fruition in the Anglophone study of territory. Thus, in the fifth section, the differ-
ences between the Francophone territoire and the English territory will be discussed, empha-
sizing the Francophone meaning. The sixth section exposes a sort of typology, proposed by 
Giraut (2008), in which territory is tied between two extremities: a specific notion, linked 
to the state, and a buzzword, linked to the social and cultural uses of space. This last section 
of the chapter will show how territoire allowed Francophone geography to become a social 
science and to leave behind its state‐centric conception.
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The Alpine case study

The social and political processes taking place in the Alps can be interpreted within the more 
general framework of the shrinking of the national level, which made possible new scalar con-
figurations (Swyngedouw 2004: 132) and alternative perimeters of cooperation (Häkli 2008: 
475). In the Alps, one of the most interesting phenomena to take place since the 1990s is the 
establishment of networks of local political actors. The story starts in 1991, when the eight 
Alpine states signed an international treaty called the Alpine Convention. The European 
Union (EU) subsequently funded a six‐year program (2007–13) to promote transnational 
cooperation in the Alps in order to encourage the main principle of the convention, sustain-
able development.

These initiatives, identified by some scientists as “top‐down” (Bätzing 1994), set a frame-
work that enabled local, “bottom‐up” projects to gain importance. They often took the form 
of pan‐Alpine networks, involving, among other elements, municipalities, cities, ski resorts, 
protected areas, and enterprises. Members of these networks are local political actors acting 
at a given common scale, in this case inside the Alpine Convention’s limits, and transcending 
existing administrative national borders. While proposing a new mode of interaction, the net-
work stemming from those activities and institutions also fixed new territorial borders, those 
of the Alpine region as defined by the Alpine Convention. These processes, “from above” and 
“below,” illustrate Paasi’s (2003: 112) theoretical point when he suggests that it is exactly the 
combination of top‐down and bottom‐up processes that creates territories.

These two different forms of modus operandi, vertical and horizontal, taking place in the 
Alps are useful for understanding the links between networks and territories. Networks, indeed, 
have an effect on geography. The issue is analyzed by the French geographer Fourny, in her 
research on the Alpine Town of the Year network. Fourny observed, by looking at the rhetoric 
of the network, that a shift in status of the territoire of reference had taken place. The Alpine 
Town of the Year network refers to the Alps in order to justify its common action and its role 
in the management of that space. In doing so, Fourny (1999: 179–180) says, the Alpine towns, 
connected via a network, contribute to building the Alpine territoire politically, to creating a 
public space, an object that will be collectively debated. As a result of the network’s activity, a 
process of redefinition of the territoires of action, and so a redefinition of borders, is also taking 
place, in parallel to the renegotiation of collective identities. This can be seen in the activities of 
the EU’s cooperation projects, such as INTERREG. In fact, as Bray (in Keating 2004: 12) 
admits, they “have helped to redefine borders as complex zones in which multiple identities can 
be expressed and negotiated” and where identities are performed in actions and projects.

While performing networked projects and actions, new types of horizontal cooperation 
that are no longer linked to old territorial units draw new geographies, as Leitner (in Marston, 
Jones, & Woodward 2005: 417) argues: “transnational networks represent new modes of 
coordination and governance, a new politics of horizontal relations that also have a distinct 
spatiality.” Or, as Bulkeley (2005: 888) underlines, networks’ activities are not outside their 
boundaries, in “the ways in which they operate and the ways in which they are framed, con-
figured and crystallized.” If this is true, Allen and Cochrane (2007) would suggest that actors, 
in order to be able to govern these “transgressing entities,” also need somehow to fix those 
new spaces of action. This creates a tension between the necessity to spread activities beyond 
given boundaries and the need to fix these same activities in order to govern them. This con-
ception of territories and networks recalls Bulkeley’s (2005: 888) dual observation that on the 
one hand scalar boundaries are fluid and contested, and, on the other, that networks are at the 
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same time, and contrary to what is commonly thought, bounded. This recognition, so Bulkeley 
hopes, “may provide the basis for further constructive dialogue” between the two concepts 
(2005: 888).

The two notions of networks and territories seem to coexist in, as Bulkeley calls them, 
“new networked arenas” (2005: 897). These confirm that “geographical scales and networks 
of spatial connectivity can be seen as mutually constitutive rather than mutually exclusive 
aspects of social spatiality” (Bulkeley 2005: 888). Indeed, Bulkeley stresses the fact that 
 “networks, scales and territories are not alternatives, but are intimately connected in both a 
politics of scale, and in creating new arenas of political authority and legitimacy” (2005: 896). 
She employs the example of how climate change is governed, but other examples could be 
used to illustrate this link between networks and territories. This brings us back to the idea of 
Elissalde (2002: 195), who argues that in some ways territories are networks, without, how-
ever, denying that fluid and unbounded spatial arrangements do not require “greater fixity 
and boundedness” (Murphy 2012: 170).

The concept of “scaled networks” proposed by Leitner, Sheppard, and Sziarto (2008b: 287; 
Leitner, Pavlik, & Sheppard 2008a: 162) seems suitable to address Bulkeley’s criticism of the 
dual vision of scales and networks. In the case of the Alps, the scale of the Alpine Convention 
is the reference used by local political actors, but their activities are anchored in networks 
connecting different points of the Alpine scale. Thus, it is useful to view the Alps as not a 
 covering but rather a spanning geographical space (Leitner et al. 2008a: 162; Leitner et al. 
2008b: 287), since it combines processes of scaling with processes of networking. It demon-
strates that it is useful to think in terms of a co‐construction of networks and territories.

Transgressing bounded spaces?

The idea of considering networks and territories as co‐constructed entities is possible only if 
territory is not necessarily conceived as state bounded, an idea that seemed unimaginable for 
Anglophone geographers, at least until the arrival of the idea of a relational territory and 
space, defended, among others, by Massey (2004; see Dell’Agnese 2013). Yet, territory can be 
considered in terms of bounded space, although not necessarily state bounded. In that case a 
question raised by Elden (2010a: 12–13) remains unanswered: What is this (bounded) space 
and how are these boundaries possible? One can find two answers in the literature.

First, this space could be the unit of reference in a world imagined to be a patchwork 
formed by bi‐dimensional, non‐overlapping geometric forms, where every unit presents an 
internal integrity (or homogeneity) and a distinct identity (Painter 2009: 57, 2010: 1091). This 
is not without analogy to observations made in animal societies, where territory is exclusive 
to members of the same species and is limited by a boundary (Bonnemaison 1981: 253). This 
is normally the vision of the world held by scholars who consider territory as a state preroga-
tive, where territories are demarcated by clear boundaries (Painter 2010: 1094). So, the integ-
rity of this space would be provided by sharing the same national space. This would be the 
vision favored by Anglophone geographers.

The second possibility better matches the Francophone understanding of territoire and 
could be seen as the area of daily practices and relations. In that case, geographical limits are 
defined by the surface where those take place (Raffestin in Bonnemaison 1981: 260). 
Francophone scholars share this view with other geographers from the Anglo‐Saxon tradition. 
Cox, for instance, does not consider territory to be limited only by jurisdictional boundaries. 
For him, its delimitation could be understood in a broader sense as “bounded zones” capable 
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of containing any social relations (Cox 1991: 5–6). Territory, in this sense, is the container of 
localized social and/or (non‐invariably state) power relations (Cox 1991: 6; Agnew 1999: 503).

If both options are valid, especially taking into account the epistemological tradition into 
which they are inserted, nonetheless problems arise when they are considered simultaneously, 
as Jaillet (2009: 115) does by saying that “territoire designates at the same time a political 
circumscription and the group’s living space.” Yet, these two areas are not always spatially 
equivalent. It is for that reason that Anglophone geographers turned their back on territory 
and preferred “place” instead: exactly because territory was considered as a bounded space; 
that is, bounded by national borders (Antonsich 2009: 790). This is in fact one of the plausible 
reasons that Painter cites to explain the rationale for Anglophone geographers, feeling some 
“embarrassment” with regard to territory, deciding to opt for other concepts (Painter 2010: 
1091). Building from this point, Anglophone geographers distinguish the “sense of territory” 
from the “sense of place” by giving more importance to the second than the first option:

The sense of place literature places little emphasis on the specific boundedness of place. The sense 
of territory, however – at least as tied to regimes of territorial legitimation – is inextricably tied to 
the modern state system, and as such bears the imprint of the system’s territorial logic. (Murphy 
2002: 197–198)

Territoire = place?

It was in the 1970s and 1980s that territoire gained importance in Francophone geography, 
which corresponded to the moment when the symbolic dimension of territoire started being 
essential in geography, when researchers began to think in terms of appropriation and espace 
vécu (lived space). It is from that moment onward that Anglophone researchers converged on 
the concept of “place.” Place, in the Anglo‐Saxon world, gave geographers the possibility of 
introducing the social, cultural, and political dimensions of space and provided a critique of 
political territory, of its rigid delimitation and its state control (Debarbieux 1999: 42). This 
enabled Debarbieux (1999: 42) to say that the meanings given to the term “place” in Anglophone 
geography recall the innovations occurring in Francophone geography with territoire.

“Place” and “sense of place” thus helped Anglophone geographers to go beyond the 
“territorial trap,” a term that Agnew coined to acknowledge geographical assumptions about 
states: particularly that these are fixed units of sovereignty, that there is a polarity between 
“domestic” and “foreign” policies, and that states are simply “containers of societies” (Agnew 
1994). However, as Elden (2010b: 757) reminds his readers, the “trap” is not the territory 
itself, it is rather “certain ways of thinking about territory.” And, as Elden (2010b: 760) 
regrets, the “territorial trap” has been avoided by simply not being mentioned in scientific 
texts instead of being critically interrogated. So, it is important to “highlight the mistaken 
assumption that the spatialities of state power and state territory are homomorphic” (Painter 
2010: 1095). Analysis of territorial networks is one of these “escape routes from the ‘territorial 
trap’” that Bulkeley (2005: 881) identifies.

If, as discussed above, epistemologically place in English has the same effect as territoire in 
French, place is often translated into French by lieu, a concept that requires further explana-
tion. The link between lieu and territoire in Francophone geography is well taken up in a 
paper by Debarbieux (1995: 14) devoted to this issue: “Metaphorically, the lieu symbolizes 
the territoire, but the lieu is as well a metonym, or, more exactly, a synecdoche, the whole, 
territoire, can be said by its parts, the lieu.” Debarbieux’s theory meets Di Méo’s (1998: 110), 
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who argues that the difference between lieu and territoire is given by their scale and by their 
“geographical readability”: Territoire is abstract, ideal, lived, and felt more than visually 
detected and limited; territoire includes the lieux, which are defined, as opposed to territoires, 
by their striking reality due to their “valeur d’usage” (use value). Yet, Di Méo (1998: 108) 
continues, if lieux differ from territoire on those points, they converge in the fact that both are 
spaces qualified by society (or “semiotized,” as Raffestin would say). Debarbieux (1995: 
14–15) uncovers the link between lieu and territoire in a similar way, stating that

A territory [un territoire] is a social construct that connects a material base made of a geographical 
space [un espace géographique] to a system of values that gives multiple and combined meanings 
to each component of this space (the places [lieux], but also the spacing [espacements] and the 
discontinuities it encompasses.

Lieux as Di Méo means them – that is, as areas of daily practice – are considered to be 
relatively small: They are defined by the contiguity of the points and webs comprising them, 
by the co‐presence of human beings and things that convey a spatial meaning (Di Méo 1998: 
108). Lieux can be so dense with meaning that they connect at the same time two geographical 
scales: that of the emplacement (location) and that of the territoire to which they refer 
(Debarbieux 1995: 14). Lieux, thus, are simultaneously not only fragments of territoires, but 
also figures able to reveal their quintessence (Debarbieux 1995: 14). As conceived by 
Debarbieux and Di Méo, lieu thus entails an essential difference from “place”: “Place [lieu], 
unlike territory [territoire] abolishes distance; while geographical territory abhors bordering 
[bornage], place draws its substance from it” (Di Méo 1998: 108).

Networked territories and territorial networks

Thus, territory can be conceived as escaping boundaries in general and national boundaries in 
particular:

Spatial practices, the ways in which space is produced and used, have changed profoundly. In 
particular, both territorial states and non‐state actors now operate in a world in which state 
boundaries have become culturally and economically permeable to decisions and flows ema-
nating from networks of power not captured by singularly territorial representations of space. 
(Agnew 1994: 72)

The most emblematic example underscoring this tendency is the overused expression of 
“global” or “world economy,” terms employed to indicate that monetary flows are circulating 
worldwide without being stopped by any state border. Indubitably, these socio‐political trends 
influence the ways in which social scientists in general and geographers in particular acknowl-
edge the links between territories and networks, although these links are conceived in a differ-
ent way in Anglophone and Francophone geography.

One of the main and most interesting Anglophone contributors to this debate is certainly 
Painter, who discussed the issue in two papers (2009, 2010), in which he defends the thesis 
that territory and network are not “as is often assumed, incommensurable and rival princi-
ples  of spatial organization, but are intimately connected” (Painter 2010: 1093–1094). 
In Francophone geography, the possibility that networks and territories are connected, or 
highly integrated, has a longer heritage. Already in 1981, Bonnemaison (1981: 254) wrote 
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that “territoriality covers both what is fixed and what is mobile, in other words, itineraries 
as much as lieux.” Three years later, Raffestin and Turco (1984: 45) affirmed almost the same 
idea with their definition of territoire as produced from space through the networks, circuits, 
and flows projected by social groups. Elissalde (2002: 195) builds on articles published in the 
1980s to argue, 20 years later, that “a geography of territoires cannot be limited on the study 
of delimited or nested surfaces; territoires are networks,” adding “… and not only for 
nomads” (that is, in Western societies as well). Elissalde (2002: 197) finds it as futile to 
oppose territoire and réseaux (networks) as it is to avoid imagining blurred boundaries and 
overlapping territories. This conception of territories, however, is only possible if they are 
considered beyond their jurisdictional meaning.

The Alpine case study shows the fruitfulness of this approach, since it pushes scholars to 
conceive of territories not only as mere “given spatial entities” fixed by administrative units, 
but as constructed and flexible portions of space. This conception, however, has been more 
deeply analyzed by Francophone than by Anglophone geographers. An exception is Painter’s 
article, in which he proposes to “rethink territory” by using a large number of Francophone 
sources long ignored by Anglophone scholars (Klauser 2012: 107). By doing so, he fills a gap 
that Fall (2007) attributes to the fact that, mostly for institutional reasons, the prosperous 
theorists of territoire, among them Swiss geographer Raffestin, never dared to go beyond 
Francophone boundaries. But what is this “Francophone conception” of territories? The aim 
of what follows is to answer this question.

The Francophone territoire versus the Anglophone territory

Concerning territory, two different paths have been followed, two separate ways not profiting 
from possible mutual fertilization. As Chamussy (2003: 168) declared, “There still does not 
exist, for the moment, an English equivalent for the word territoire as it is understood by 
Francophone geographers.” So, Painter’s (2010: 1090) motto “territory is back” only makes 
sense in Anglophone geography, because in the Francophone tradition, territoire never disap-
peared. Painter, however, seems to be aware of his Anglo‐centrism when he writes that “until 
recently the concept of territory has not received the same level of attention, at least in the 
Anglophone literature” (Painter 2010: 1091); although territory was a key concept in an 
article he wrote with Bialasiewicz and Elden (Bialasiewicz et al. 2005), in which they analyze 
it through the lens of the Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe. Thanks to this 
example, the three scholars found it useful to understand territory in a more “francophone 
way”; that is, going beyond his state‐centric conception. They underline how territory is 
central to the process of European integration and how exactly European integration makes 
it possible to transcend “existing notions of territory, particularly those associated with the 
nation‐state” (Bialasiewicz et al. 2005: 335).

So, what do Francophone geographers mean by territoire? Historically, territoire broke 
into Francophone geography when cultural and symbolic dimensions were introduced into 
the concept following the growing interest of social and political geographers in concepts 
such as “power,” “spatial control,” “differentiation,” “domination,” and “social appropria-
tion” (Alphandéry & Bergues 2004; Claval 1996: 96; Debarbieux 2003: 38). The emphasis 
on territoire corresponds to geography’s claim to belong to the social sciences and to 
 distance itself from a naturalist or mathematical conception of geography (Douillet 2003: 
215). Territoire replaced the concept of région (region) first and espace (space) later 
(Chamussy 2003: 167; Debarbieux 2003: 36–37) and does not cleave to the idea that 
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 territoire necessarily finishes where states do, as is the case for the English “territory” 
(Debarbieux 2003: 35, 42). The Anglophone perspective is well summarized in this state-
ment: “Territory represents the extent of the sovereign power of the state” (Forsberg 2003: 
13). The invitations of Sack (1983), Cox (1991), and Agnew (1999) to break with the 
necessity of analyzing power and control via the prism of the state have yet to come to 
 fruition in the Anglophone study of territory.

Tied between two poles: A specific notion or a buzzword?

Giraut summarizes quite well this “richer” Francophone tradition, identifying two poles 
toward which the concept is tied: a specific notion, corresponding to the area of the (national) 
state, as for Anglophone geographers, and a buzzword, corresponding to a non‐specified area 
(Giraut 2008: 59). These two tendencies are also distinguished by Alphandéry and Bergues 
(2004): a territory stemming from the maillage historique (traditional grid) on the one hand 
and, on the other, a territory taking different forms in space, which is produced and  transformed 
by people and groups of people. The latter approach is a more diffused and less institutional-
ized way of conceiving of territoire and it covers the idea that a territoire, insofar as it is such, 
has to be appropriated by individuals or groups of individuals. The appropriation can be 
concrete and/or symbolic (Bourdeau 1991: 30).

Giraut, in his analysis, put the idea of appropriation not as a possible shape that 
territory can take (maillage historique or space transformed by people, as for Alphandéry 
and Bergues), but as the concept used by cultural geographers to analyze identities or by 
political geographers to signify power and control. Francophone geographers do not 
always conceive of power as necessarily linked to state power, since power is conceived as 
inherent to every social relation (Tizon 1996: 27; Giraut 2008: 60; Ozouf‐Marignier 
2009: 35).

“Appropriation” also played an important role in the debates between the partisans of 
espace (space) and the supporters of territoire. The first, espace, is primarily used by  planners 
and technocrats who consider it as a donné (a “given thing”), something “flat,” “uniform,” 
and “without mystery” (Bonnemaison 1981: 260). The second, territoire, is privileged by 
geographers and is considered to be appropriated, invested with affect and subjectivity; it is 
vécu (lived) (Bonnemaison 1981: 260). In this sense, territoire represents the socialization of 
espace (Bourdeau 1991: 29; Klauser 2012: 111). The role of humans and groups of humans 
is thus crucial in this movement from “space” to “territory,” since territories are built by 
humans through technical actions and discursive practices (Claval 1996: 97). Raffestin use-
fully suggests that territorial arrangements constitute a “semiotization of space”; that is, a 
space, the material world, progressively transformed into territoire (Raffestin 1986a: 181, 
1986b: 94).

These conceptions are akin to the three orders of territoire suggested by Di Méo (1998: 
108): materiality; individual psyche (an emotional and presocial relation of human beings 
with the Earth); and collective, social, and cultural representations. Geographers rarely use the 
second order, but the other two can be frequently found in the literature, since geographers 
insist on the dual dimension, material and ideal, ecological and symbolic, of territoire (Claval 
1996: 97; Tizon 1996: 21; Debarbieux 1999: 36; Elissalde 2002: 195). This is also the case for 
the three dimensions of territory distinguished by Hassner: material, symbolic, and functional 
(Hassner in Paasi 2003: 109). And the inclusion of immateriality and representation is exactly 
what distinguishes a territoire from a Euclidian space.
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“Territory is what people make it to be”

In the social sciences territory is a useful tool for introducing the logics of agents (Ozouf‐
Marignier 2009: 34), since, as Knight suggests, it is “actions that give territory meaning” 
(Knight 1982: 517). This is also Paasi’s main point (2003: 110) in his contribution to the first 
edition of this Companion, since he considers territories to be “social processes in which social 
space and social action are inseparable.” This idea of “social action” allowed Francophone 
geographers, as Giraut (2008: 57) argues, to shift the focus from state territory to a territory 
in the hands of individuals and multiple collectivities. Territory becomes the place where 
action and social thoughts are possible, while entering into contact with, transforming, and 
“deforming” (Di Méo 1991: 145) materiality (Barel in Marié 2004: 90). In that sense, what is 
interesting about territoire is that it opens up for geographers the possibility of inverting their 
emphasis from materiality to immateriality (or “semiosphere,” using Raffestin’s vocabulary); 
that is, from space to the instruments and codes of actors leaving traces in the territory 
(Raffestin 1986b: 94). It was through the awareness of the capacity of individuals and collec-
tivities to model territories that a shift took place in Francophone geography: from a territory 
linked to its national referent to a territory of belongings, projects, and individual and 
collective practices (Giraut 2008: 57).

It was indeed when the idea of projet started circulating among geographers that territoire 
became a “fetish object,” as Giraut describes it (2008: 61), not only for cultural and political 
geographers but also for economic geographers in France, who from the 1950s to the 
“territorial turn” in the 1980s (Benko 2008: 38) preferred conceptualizations of space to 
those of territory, finding space more useful for their abstract and quantitative analysis of 
economic phenomena (Benko 2008). Yet, the economic crisis in the 1970s and the subsequent 
idea that “development” cannot be stirred from above provided an opportunity to argue that 
the solution to the crisis would be to advocate for territorialized production and local 
development, often qualified as a “territorial development” (Giraut 2008: 61) and supported 
by local claims (Debarbieux 1999: 38). This is emblematically summarized in a sentence 
uttered by the French minister of planning in 1997 and reported by Benko (2008: 41): “There 
are no territories in crisis, there are only territories without projects.” Thus, economic geogra-
phers have been interested from that moment on in how specialized districts could boost the 
economy and in what manner territorial resources could generate added value.

Cultural geographers instead stress the first aspect that Giraut distinguishes when he 
defines appropriation; that is, the symbolic dimension of territoire. Bonnemaison, for instance, 
argues that the symbolic relation between culture, which other scholars call “representations” 
(Claval 1996: 102; Tizon 1996: 21) or “imaginary” (Tizon 1996: 21; Corboz 2001: 214), and 
space, or materiality, is realized through the territoire (Bonnemaison 1981: 254). In that sense, 
territoire should be considered a material and symbolic mediator between a group and its 
culture (Bourdeau 1991: 41); it is a “savant mélange,” a clever mix, of materiality and ideal 
(Tizon 1996: 21), in which identity plays an important role. Claval suggests that identities are 
built from the representations that transform some portions of the humanized space into ter-
ritories (Claval 1996: 102). From a similar perspective, Bourdeau argues that territoires and 
shared cultures comprise the main components of collective identities: If territoire represents 
the spatial and temporal dimensions of identity, culture reflects the historical, mnemonic, and 
symbolic ones (Bourdeau 1991: 42). This leads Bourdeau to posit that territoire is at the 
same time the cultural mirror of an identity and the identity mirror of a culture (Bourdeau 
1991: 42); a mirror keeping outside the Other, alterity (Piveteau 1995: 114).
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We thus come back to Giraut (2008: 59), who situates “identity” as the pivotal concept for 
cultural geographers to describe territorial “appropriation.” However, for Bonnemaison and 
Cambrezy (1996: 13) for instance, territory is not stirred by a material but by a cultural prin-
ciple of appropriation; that is, by “belonging.” The idea of appropriation and belonging refers 
to the original use of territory – the translation of what ethologists observed in the animal 
realm into social realities. Taking advantage of considerations made in animal groups, social 
scientists were called to analyze the means that social subjects implement to control space 
(Claval 1996: 95). Yet, natural scientists consider territory to be an environment from which 
animals cannot escape, while human beings are able to thanks to culture and through a 
 process of semiologization (Raffestin 1986c: 76). Following Tizon (1996: 34), human soci-
eties, compared to animal societies that define territories as spaces of exclusion, can modify 
their territories and transform them, following their aspirations, into places of social 
differentiation (or even segregation) or, on the contrary, into places of gathering and belonging. 
It is by gathering together that people can use the inherent potentialities of space and trans-
form it into territoire, by implementing those potentialities in projects (Bourdeau 1991: 29). 
So, as Aase sums it up: “Territory is what people make it to be” (in Forsberg 2003: 10; see also 
Dell’Agnese 2013: 118). This is, obviously, radically different from the Taylorian conception 
of territories and territoriality, considered as the “geographical link between states and 
nations” (Taylor 1995: 3).

Conclusion

The Alpine case suggests that, even today (or perhaps especially now), in an era in which states 
seem to be undermined (or at least reshaped) by transnational networks, there is interest in 
continuing to foster the concept of territory. Territories did not disappear; they are still “ines-
capable principles of social life” (Antonsich 2009: 801) and they remain a central dimension 
of understanding the ways in which “‘living together’ is produced, organized, contested and 
negotiated” (Antonsich 2009: 801). Our understanding of them should change and take into 
account the fact that “if territories are portions of relational space, and not portions of abstract 
homogenised spaces, the quality of their interactions is not an (inescapable) outcome of the 
essentialised characteristics of homogenised populations, but a consequence of the sum of 
interactions within, and among, individuals” (Dell’Agnese 2013: 122–123); or, I would add, 
among collectivities of individuals.

Bonnemaison is quite clear on that point when he writes:

The increasing of mobility and the diminishing of the “Westphalian” function of territoire did not 
dispossess it from every meaning or necessity. In the contemporary world the need still subsists, 
although territoire takes different forms and responds to multiple functions. (Bonnemaison & 
Cambrezy 1996: 10)

In that sense, scholars are now called to analyze how ideologies are changing as territorial 
logics are challenged (Murphy 2002: 198) and to reinterrogate territory (Elden 2010a: 20).

These are times of “territorial complexity” (Giraut & Antheaume 2005: 29), of the bloom-
ing of “new regions.” In Europe at least, the number of what Deas and Lord (2006) call 
“unusual arrangements” – that is, territorial arrangements not linked to the territorial state – 
considerably increased. Following these two scholars, in Europe there are already 146 regions 
transcending territorially bounded entities. These need a framework that allows for their 
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 conceptualization, as the entire EU integration processes needs it (Bialasiewicz et al. 2005; 
Clark & Jones 2008). The Francophone territoire could turn out to be the right tool to enrich 
this framework and to give substance to the “more work on territory” that Elden (2010b) 
advocates. Thus, Anglophone (and other) geographers could build on what French geographers 
call territoire and take advantage of new perspectives to frame together a new and fascinating 
theory of “territory.”
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